Abstract-Programming humanoid robots is very difficult due to the significant demands imposed by managing balancing, locomotion, dynamics, and kinematic redundancy. Current research on humanoids tends to be dominated by these issues and generally focuses little on programming the robots to perform useful tasks. This paper discusses the Task Matrix, a framework that employs abstractions to allow roboticists to program humanoids at a high level and ignore the complex issues noted above. These abstractions also facilitate programming in a robot-independent manner, permitting software reuse. We examine the Task Matrix and show how it can be used to perform both simple and complex tasks on two simulated humanoid robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Programming humanoid robots is very difficult due to the significant demands imposed by managing balancing, locomotion, dynamics, and kinematic redundancy. Current research on humanoids tends to be dominated by these issues; consequently, the performance of natural (i.e., not of a purely control-theoretic nature) physical tasks by humanoids has received comparatively little attention. The work presented here makes the assumption that the difficult and robot-specific problems of balancing, locomotion, and control (among other issues) can be managed using abstractions. These abstractions allow us to focus on the performance of natural physical tasks by humanoids, including such activities as greeting humans, vacuuming debris, and transferring objects between locations (i.e., "pick and place").
Managing the low-level details of humanoids in an abstract manner yields a significant benefit: programs for performing tasks can be transferred between robots. This benefit is considerable because humanoids often differ appreciably in geometry, kinematics, and dynamics, even while retaining the common morphology of human form (i.e., head, torso, two arms, and two legs). The current consensus seems to be that the problem of knowledge transfer can be resolved through imitation learning-humanoids would learn from humans and also from each other-but we advocate a different approach here, one based on manual programming. Our approach, the Task Matrix, is similar to frameworks like Player [1] that have facilitated relatively portable programming for mobile robots, but is targeted specifically to humanoid robots.
In our previous work [2] , we introduced the concept of the Task Matrix and focused on how task primitives can be specified and combined together to create complex tasks using a state-machine representation. In [3] , we presented a library of primitive task programs built within the Task Matrix framework and inspired from a proven system for decomposition of occupational tasks. This paper discusses a further evolution of the Task Matrix framework; the revisions presented here address sensing in a robot-independent manner, which previously was not addressed. New examples of complex tasks that involve perceptual skills and object interaction are introduced. Additionally, this paper demonstrates the set of primitive and complex task programs executing on two different simulated humanoid robots, which serves to validate our approach.
II. RELATED WORK
The difficulty of programming manipulator and humanoid robots has served to initiate and motivate research into methods for semi-automated programming, including task-level programming [4] , [5] , programming-by-demonstration [6] , [7] , [8] , and reinforcement learning [9] . Though all of these methods are potentially promising, each is restrained by technological or algorithmic limitations. Task-level programming approaches are at best PSPACE-complete; when uncertainty is involved, for example, planning can become EXP-hard [10] . Programming-by-demonstration currently suffers from several technological limitations, including the inability to reliably discern human activities and the lack of a standard vocabulary of actions. And reinforcement learning requires sufficiently complex state abstractions and primitive actions to avoid the "curse of dimensionality" [11] . As an alternative, we offer the Task Matrix framework for manual programming of humanoids. The components of the Task Matrix also can serve as a standard, primitive action vocabulary for programmingby-demonstration and as a means to reduce the state-action space for reinforcement learning.
Gerkey, Vaughan, and Howard [1] developed Player, an ubiquitous framework that provides common interfaces for groups of similar devices. Player categorizes like devices into predetermined classes (e.g., laser range-finders, planar robots, etc.), each of which is associated with an abstract interface. Using Player, developers are able to program robots using the abstract interfaces, which may make the resulting programs portable across robot platforms. Player provides a large set of possible interfaces that robots may employ; in contrast, the Task Matrix assumes the existence of a common set of interfaces, which defines a set of capabilities that all robots must implement. The result of this distinction is that a program written for the Task Matrix will be robot-independent, while a program written for Player may not be. For example, a Player program that utilizes a laser range-finder will fail on a robot that lacks this sensor; programs in the Task Matrix are permitted no such assumptions.
III. THE TASK MATRIX FRAMEWORK
The Task Matrix is a framework for performing tasks with humanoids in a robot-independent manner. It consists of four components: the common skillset, a perceptual model, conditions, and task programs. The core of the Task Matrix is the set of task programs; the remaining components exist to facilitate the operation of these programs. The common skillset serves as a constant, abstract interface between the task programs and robots; similarly, the perceptual model presents an interface to the environmental state. Conditions are used to test robot and environmental states (via the common skillset and perceptual model) to permit, halt, or influence execution of a task program in a reusable manner. Figure 2 depicts the interaction of components in the Task Matrix.
The Task Matrix also provides a state-machine mechanism to perform task programs sequentially, concurrently, or both. The state-machine transitions use messages transmitted from task programs at key events in their execution, including beginning or cessation of planning, successful completion of a program, and failure of a task program to achieve its goal. This relatively simple mechanism allows complex tasks to be performed, as Section IV demonstrates. A diagram of a state machine for vacuuming a region of the environment is depicted in Figure 1 .
The common skill set, conditions and task programs were first described in [2] ; this section discusses these components, which have been revised and improved, as well as introducing a new component, the perceptual model.
A. Common skill set
The common skill set is a specification that must be implemented on each humanoid that is to run programs developed for the Task Matrix; it acts as an application programming interface (API). It consists of primitive skills such as direct and inverse kinematics, collision-free motion planning, and locomotion (see Figure 3 ). As Figure 2 indicates, task programs send commands to the common skill set, which, in turn sends commands to the robot; the task programs do not control the robot directly. Since all tasks utilize one or more of these skills, if a robot does not implement a skill in its API, all dependent tasks cannot be performed on that robot. It is noted here that there currently are no skills for controlling the application of forces and torques to the environment. This is not an inherent limitation of the common skill set; rather, it reflects the difficulty of accommodating the multitude of available interaction control schemes [12] (e.g., force, impedance, stiffness, and hybrid control).
B. Perceptual model
The robot-independent components of the Task Matrix are ignorant of sensors. Common properties between the different sensing modalities are not identified; neither are like sensing modalities categorized. The robot's sensors are used to update the representation of the environment, such as position and orientation of obstacles and tools, in a passive manner (i.e., the robot-independent components do not query the sensors directly). The perceptual model (see Figure 2) aggregates the heterogeneous data used to model the robot's state of the environment and provides a common interface for the programmer to access this information. This information currently consists of object state (position, velocity, and task frame, accessed via unique identifiers) and the environmental geometry; further information can be added to the perceptual model without affecting developed robot-independent code.
The perceptual model is updated independently and externally of the robot-independent components of the Task Matrix via a user-defined process (see Figure 2 ). Multiple sensors, potentially utilizing different modalities, can be queried to estimate state with sensor fusion methods. The robot-independent conditions and task programs (described below) access only these estimates of the environmental state using the perceptual model interface; the details of the robot's sensors remain hidden to the conditions and task programs. This paradigm allows sensors to be modified or replaced as the configuration of the robot's sensory system changes. Additionally, the algorithms used to estimate state can be modified and improved transparently to the robot-independent Task Matrix components.
C. Conditions
Conditions are Boolean functions that allow for checking the state of the world using symbolic identifiers. They are frequently employed as preconditions, which are conditions that must be true for a task program to begin execution. Conversely, conditions can be utilized to determine the set of states corresponding to a Boolean expression of symbols. For example, the putdown macro task (see Section IV) utilizes the intersection of two conditions, above and near, to determine a valid location to place an object. The set of conditions currently implemented in the Task Matrix is listed below. 
D. Task programs
The core component of the Task Matrix is the set of task programs. A task program is a function of time and state that runs for some duration (possibly unlimited), performing robot skills. Task programs may run interactively (e.g., reactively) or may require considerable computation for planning. Additionally, users (or other task programs) can send parameters to a task program that influences its execution. Finally, task programs run on some subset of a humanoid's kinematic chains, allowing programs that utilize mutually exclusive kinematic chains to execute simultaneously.
1) Primitive task programs:
We previously implemented the primitive task programs reach, grasp, release, postural, and canned in [2] and position and fixate in [3] . Reach, grasp, release, position, and fixate were inspired from the MTM-1 system for work measurement, as described in [3] . The MTM-1 system [13] is proven at decomposing occupational tasks (e.g., brick laying, assembly, construction, etc.) into a predetermined set of atomic elements. The motivation of drawing from MTM-1 is completeness: if the MTM-1 primitive elements are implemented as task programs, there is a high likelihood that an arbitrary occupational task can be performed using a combination of these primitive task programs. The primitive task programs implemented above are capable of performing all but two of the MTM-1 atomic elements, disengage and turn and apply pressure, which require the application or control of forces and moments to the environment. In addition to the task programs referenced above, we now describe a new task program, explore, which was introduced along with the Task Matrix perceptual model component. Explore both identifies the objects in the environment for future reference and models the environment for use with collision avoidance. The explore program is typically called before execution of any other task programs so that the robot can work using an accurate model of the environment. Explore can be informally defined as follows: given a region of the environment, continuously drive the robot to new configurations such that the robot's sensors perceive every point of that region possible, given infinite time. Note that not every point in this region may be perceivable due to the given robot's kinematics and the obstacle layout of the environment.
2) Complex task programs: Our previous work demonstrated sequential and concurrent execution of primitive task programs in order to perform complex tasks. In particular, [2] demonstrated complex task programs for performing pick-andplace and walking while waving. This paper also demonstrates complex task programs for picking up objects, putting down objects (Figure 4) , vacuuming ( Figures 5 and 1) , and greeting ( Figure 6 ).
IV. RESULTS
Eight primitive (reach, position, grasp, release, fixate, explore, postural, and canned) and four complex task programs (pickup, putdown, vacuum, and greet) were executed on two kinematically simulated robots with quite different kinematic properties (depicted in Figure 7) . Two environments were utilized to vary the number and placement of obstacles. Each robot employed a simulated sensor that combines a 3D depth sensor and vision-based object recognitwion, located in the head. No task program contained any robot-specific code. The task programs can be seen executing in various circumstances on both robots at http://robotics.usc. edu/ ∼ drumwrig/videos.html. All task programs have been successfully executed in different environments, with different initial conditions for the robot and any objects it is to manipulate.
V. DISCUSSION
This work relies upon the assumption that the programmer can remain safely ignorant of the low-level details of the robot's control, actuators, and sensors. Honda's Asimo [14] has already demonstrated that it is possible to program humanoids while remaining incognizant of the details of balancing, locomotion, and motor control. It remains to be assessed whether it is possible to treat perception in the abstract manner that we have proposed in real environments, at least without enforcing some constraints (e.g., robot must have a range finder); of course, simulated environments present no challenge in this regard. We plan to conduct this assessment in the future.
Our future work will also evaluate task performance rigorously over multiple robot platforms, both real and simulated, to evaluate the Task Matrix paradigm. Additionally, we plan to extend the Task Matrix to handle tasks that require the application of forces to the environment. . Samples taken from the execution of the complex task program for greeting using the simulated robots (the target is a simulated Asimo).
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